
The landscape ahead for  
M+E looks uncertain.  
Automation can ease  

the journey.

The Future is  
Automated

WORKFLOWS AND THE CLOUD
From cloud-based productions 
to unprecedented storage 
demands, the supply chain has 
never been more challenging

SMART CONTENT
The questions around AI, 
metadata, and analytics are 
endless. But we do have many 
of the answers already

SECURITY SOLUTIONS:
Cybersecurity and content 
protection in M&E is always 
on defense. Can automation 
can change that?
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SMART CONTENT

By Brajesh Jha, SVP, Global Head, Media, 
Publishing, Entertainment, Genpact

And how to apply AI,  
ML and data analytics  
to the business cycle

Pre-pandemic, the idea of using cloud services for content 
production was on a slow burn, with broadcasters preferring a 
cautious approach to adoption due to security and reliability 
concerns. These were quickly overcome as the increased need 
for elasticity (up and down), scale, performance, collabora-
tion, and evolving consumption patterns have turbocharged 
cloud adoption across the content supply chain. 

Cloud-based virtual production, distribution, and moneti-
zation can address both economic and competitive challenges, 
including higher demand for original and live content, high 
inflation, and lack of highly skilled resources. Plus, it lays the 
foundation to use artificial intelligence, machine learning and 
data analytics to enhance workflows and improve ROI.

ABSTRACT:An overview of how 
cloud-based virtual production, 
distribution, and monetization 
can address both economic and 
competitive challenges, including 
higher demand for original and live 
content, high inflation, and lack of 
highly skilled resources. Plus, how 
it lays the foundation to leverage AI, 
ML and data analytics to enhance 
workflows and improve ROI.

LEVERAGING THE POWER OF CLOUD IN 
THE MEDIA CONTENT SUPPLY CHAIN
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differently about everything from more cost-efficient 
ways to produce content to improved distribution and 
monetization processes. This includes migrating to 
SaaS-based cloud services combined with AI/ML and 
data analytics to facilitate workflows and create more 
value to offset higher programming costs.

n Content creation and production cost contain-
ment vs. cloud services and content delivery fees. 
Remote workflow concepts are increasing in popularity 
as higher demand for original and live content, com-
pressed timelines for content creation and delivery, high 
inflation, and lack of highly skilled resources has blown 
up budgets. These software-defined workflows (SDW) 
span the media ecosystem allowing assets, systems, and 
processes to be joined and run together. They handle 
repetitive tasks and can optimize pipelines by allowing 
content to be processed frequently and quickly. The 
major cloud service providers including Amazon 
AWS, Google Cloud, Microsoft Azure, and others are 
investing heavily in IaaS, PaaS, and SaaS at all levels to 
address increased demand while also addressing security, 
latency, and workflow efficiencies using advanced AI/
ML and data analytics to create smarter solutions. But 
not all vendors provide an end-to-end cloud-based solu-
tion that covers all aspects of work meaning production 
teams often must move from service to service.

n The future of streaming. The future of streaming 
will not be limited to subscription business models. 
It will include a scaled approach that has tiers including 
subscription-only, hybrid, and ad-supported models 
that allow for an increase in the overall total addressable 
market. It will include revenue coming from subscrip-
tions, advertising, and eCommerce with the intro-
duction of contextual actionable advertising where an 
immediate transaction can take place on the connected 
device.

The M&E business cycle that was once all facili-
ty-based now needs to include cloud services compo-
nents. This new digital business model mandates all 
internal workflow orchestration to also be on-demand. 
The need for collaboration across a distributed work-
force, a global footprint, and distribution to web and 
mobile and connected TV (CTV) all are driving cloud 
services.  The challenge is unifying and testing facili-
ty-based systems with cloud services to facilitate hybrid 
environment applications.

INDUSTRY CHALLENGES AND OPPORTUNITIES
As M&E business models adapt to a direct-to-consumer 
(DTC) world, it has become increasingly necessary to 
reorient all intermediate workflows to be orchestrated 
with customer experience in mind. This has resulted 
in multiple challenges to revenues and the cost of 
operations.

n Pay TV cord cutting. The pay TV market contin-
ues to shrink. As cord-cutting continues, over-the-top 
(OTT) distribution will grow, including new OTT ser-
vices, DTC video services, virtual pay TV services, and 
existing OTT offerings. The industry understands the 
future is based on OTT services rather than legacy pay 
TV and consumers are willing to pay for multiple OTT 
subscriptions which will drive market growth, support 
multiple winners, and keep video spending strong.

n Delivering high-speed connectivity. Continued 
cord cutting in pay TV has turned the attention of the 
industry to broadband internet services to provide con-
sumers high bandwidth connectivity to support their 
appetite for OTT video streaming services.

n Increased content licensing fees. As spending 
on streaming content skyrockets in the media and 
entertainment industry, a new formula is needed to 
drive a sustainable return on investment. The surge 
in consumer demand for streaming video content is 
yielding blockbuster deals as well as a steep increase in 
the cost of sports rights — set to reach $15.4 billion 
in 2023 according to Bloomberg. To overcome these 
high costs for programming, the industry must think 

THE TRANSITION TO CLOUD 
SERVICES allows the industry 
to rethink its current workflows 
and innovate by leveraging 
advancements in AI, ML, and 
data analytics.

SMART CONTENT
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APPLYING AI/ML AND DATA ANALYTICS TO 
THE BUSINESS CYCLE (cloud production, distribu-
tion, and monetization) 
According to IABM, about a quarter of the M&E in-
dustry had already deployed AI/ML technology by the 
end of 2021 and most companies with media content 
business models are planning to deploy AI/ML over the 
next few years.

The primary drivers of the adoption of AI/ML 
include the opportunity to automate routine workflows 
and gain increasing insights into audiences, which are 
important in direct-to-consumer models. On the front 
end, AI/ML is used to help content creators make 
decisions that maximize ROI whereas most use cases 
of AI/ML in content creation and production are to 
automate production and post-production processes. 
The same applies to content management where AI/
ML is used to automate routine tasks such as metadata 
tagging, image recognition, audio/video recognition, 
and speech to text. 

Use cases include: 
n Media companies equip camera systems with more 
advanced AI/ML edge features to capture more 
context and intelligence from the content that they 
are creating.

n End users leveraging AI/ML to automate opera-
tions to produce higher quality sports and entertain-
ment content with fewer resources as the demand for 
live content increases.

n Syncing and grouping video clips and automating 
mundane time-consuming tasks in post-production 
to save time and avoid bottlenecks.

n Automating matching content delivery to desti-
nation profiles to improve reliability and quality of 
service (QoS) and quality of experience (QoE).
n Metadata tagging in content management to 

improve the level and detail of metadata and the value 
of content through search, discovery, personalization, 
and content performance.

n Augmenting rights management, content plan-
ning/scheduling, subscriptions, and data analytics to 
support advertising in content monetization.

n Predicting viewer behavior and turnover, analyze 
renewal history, and provide valuable insights for 
QoS, QoE, and proactive viewer retention and acqui-
sition strategy, decisioning, and management.

n AI script analysis can make decisions on the best 
content genre for a particular script
From content creation, production, and publishing 
to distribution and monetization, AI/ML is still at 
its infancy regarding the complete orchestration of 
the entire business cycle. The importance of laying 
the breadcrumbs everywhere along the content and 
consumer journey and then using them collectively 
to synchronize and optimize the demand and supply 
cannot be understated.

A MEDIA FACTORY IN THE CLOUD
The M&E industry is at an inflection point in the 
transition to live and on-demand cloud services. The 
ultimate goal is to have a complete 100 percent media 
factory of the future with lean and real-time character-
istics across the value chains that comprise the entire 
business cycle including production, distribution, and 
monetization. Meanwhile, the industry is taking a cau-
tious approach by adopting a hybrid model where some 
processes remain facility-based while others are tran-
sitioned to the cloud. The transition to cloud services 
allows the industry to rethink its current workflows and 
innovate by leveraging advancements in AI/ML and 
data analytics.  

SMART CONTENT
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